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ABSTRACT
The importance of segmenting social networks has grown
along with the usage of social network sites such as Facebook. Social networks provide a wealth of information about
people including friendships and interests. Information can
be added to segmenting algorithms such as spectral clustering as in the form of a single constraint. Taking advantage of
multiple instances of information, such as a template composition, for clustering is not trivial since adding multiple
constraints to spectral clustering techniques is difficult. We
present an approach to incorporate template constraints to
the semi-definite program formulation of spectral clustering. We describe different types of template constraints and
their interpretation. Also, we present a randomize rounding
scheme to ensure the rounded solution to the SDP formulation satisfies the template segmentation.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Social networks have grown in popularity in the last decade
where websites such as Facebook, Myspace, and Twitter
have over 100 million users each. With growing use, it is
important to have useful segmentations of these networks.
Segmentations based just on graph topology (edge structure)
have their uses but in this paper we shall look at segmentations of ego networks with template constraints that allow
domain experts to encode segment expectations as a template structure. This work is well suited to social networks
so as to allow users to describe themselves along lines of
interests, location, and work affiliation, for example. Extending segmentation of social networks to factor in these
descriptions allows for a variety of directions including creating segments of people who are friends and also share (or
do not share) similar interests.
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A key problem is then how to represent this additional node
information, or background information, in a meaningful
way so that existing clustering algorithms can take advantage of it. Spectral clustering is an important technique
used to find segmentations of a single graph [19][5][23]. The
quadratic programming formulation (which spectral clustering is an example of) does not lend itself to easily adding
more constraints on this extra information [26]. In this earlier work, we could only add one preference for the segmentation. Semi-definite programming (SDP) is an alternative convex programming formulation [27][3] (whose objective function is linear, not quadratic) that easily allows the
addition of many constraints.
Using the SDP formulation, we can segment small networks
with templates. Templates are naturally modeled as positive semi-definite matrices (kernels) that can be added as
linear constraints in the SDP formulation. As a constraint,
we can dictate whether the segmentation will have strict or
loose adherence to the template composition. For example,
we can conduct pragmatic operations such as, “Segment a
network so we have in the same clustering: all my close
friends who have similar music tastes” for strict adherence
to the constraint or, “Segment a network so we have in the
same clustering: some of my close friends who have similar
music tastes” for loose adherence to the constraint. More
complex operations could involve segmenting a network so
that people in the same cluster have similar music tastes but
did not go to school together. In this way, we are placing a
compositional restriction on who can be in the same cluster
together.
Consider the example shown in Figure (1). The left graph
with black nodes shows the segmentation (indicated by the
dotted line) from normalized spectral clustering [19]. Spectral clustering is discussed in detail in Section 3.1. The right
graph shows the clustering result from template clustering.
The red square nodes have different labels from the black
circle nodes. The template clustering formulation yields a
segmentation which considers both the normalized clustering segmentation and the guidance from the template constraints.
Templates can take any number of forms which include:
1. Topological Structures - preserve x% of a group affiliation such as friendships or co-workers.
2. Characteristics of People - preserve x% of people who

• We present a novel approach using a SDP formulation
for normalized spectral clustering to segment a social
network with template compositions.
• We present linear constraints that represent desired
template compositions for segmentation. We can place
limits on how strictly or loosely the templates are adhered to.
• We present a randomized rounding scheme to ensure
the rounded partition solution still satisfies the template segmentation.

Figure 1: Example of normalized spectral clustering (left) and
spectral clustering with a template constraint (right). Normalized spectral clustering seeks a balanced cut of the graph. The
template constraint seeks a clustering that also includes known
nodes with the same label (shown as red squares).

share a certain characteristic such as people who enjoy
rock music.
3. Alternative Segmentations - preserve x% of a known
segmentation of the graph [25][7].
4. Multiple Distance Metrics or Views - Segment a network based on multiple metrics and views

An important contribution of our work is the ability
to add multiple templates to the one clustering. Examples of the different types of template compositions and
their constraint forms are outlined in Section 4.
We base our work on the SDP formulation of normalized
spectral clustering similar to Xing and Jordan [27] to segment a social network with templates based on background
knowledge. Our SDP formulation is shown in Section 4.
The SDP is easily implementable in MATLAB by using the
CVX package developed by Grant and Boyd [11] for convex
optimization. The SDP formulation guarantees an optimal
solution to the relaxed objective function and template composition constraints can be added to the optimization problem as additional constraints. Another advantage of the
SDP formulation is that we are not limited in the number of
constraints that are used so multiple sources of background
knowledge can be used for segmentation resulting in a desired template for clustering.
However, using templates in an SDP formulation has a significant challenge. The template constraints can be written
so that a certain quantity of the structure must be preserved,
such as 80% of people within each segment must be from the
same school. While the solution from the SDP formulation
will satisfy this constraint, due to the relaxed formulation of
the membership assignments (which allows fractional values)
the solution obtained with rounding up and down membership assignments to integers may not satisfy the template.
We present a randomized rounding scheme in Section 5 to
ensure the template constraints are satisfied. For example,
let there be a network with four people: C = {w, x, y, z} and
a desired template composition is to have nodes w, x, y together. A possible segmentation is c = [0.7, 0.6, 0.08, −0.3]
but rounding the vector c may result in ĉ = [1, 1, −1, −1]
and the template constraint is no longer satisfied.
Our contributions are:

Our experimental results show the usefulness of our work.
It should be noted that a well known limitation of SDP
formulations is handling large problems. In future work we
shall extend our work by considering low rank SDP solvers
[16][3].

2.

PREVIOUS WORK

Previous work that is closely related to our own includes
modifying graph Laplacians with guidance from a priori
knowledge by Tolliver et al. [22] and adding must link and
cannot link linear constraints to an SDP for graph segmentation by Heiler et al. [12].
Tolliver et al. performed image segmentation by modifying
the image’s normalized laplacian matrix by incorporating
external information of the image in order to perform the
segmentation. A priori knowledge is generally pixel-level
information of the image such as the desired structure of
the segmentation. The Fielder space is iteratively modified
by the vector representing the a priori knowledge until the
vectors are aligned. While we also utilize a priori knowledge
in the forms of labels and alternative cuts of the graph, our
work differs in that we do not modify the graph Laplacian.
Heiler et al. also incorporates a priori knowledge, specifically about class membership information, by adding linear
constraints to the SDP formulation of spectral clustering.
The linear constraints for nodes i and j are of the form:
trace (ei eTj + ej eTi )X = 2, where ei = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)
is the elementary vector with 1 in the ith position. The
constraint encodes a must-link constraint between nodes
i and j and can be changed to a cannot-link constraint
by setting the constraint to −2 instead. Moreover, multiple constraints can be combined
as a single constraint:
!
P
trace
(ei eTj + ej eTi )X = 2|Pk | where Pk is the set
(i,j)∈Pk

of nodes that are in the same class. While the constraints
we propose are similar in nature, the formulation of the constraints allows for a more flexible interpretation of the types
of memberships (known structures, class memberships, and
alternative segmentations). Additionally, there is more flexiblity to the adherence to the a priori information. For example, nodes i and j that are known to have the same class
membership are not necessarily required to be in the same
segmentation. The Heiler et al. constraint forces the cut to
put nodes i and j in the same or different clusters.
Another method that seeks to incorporate a priori knowledge is segmentations with multiple graphs. A straightfor-

ward approach to clustering with multiple views or representations of a graph is to linearly combine kernels [13][31] or
convexly combine graph Laplacians [20][1] and apply existing clustering techniques. Tang et al. proposed Linked Matrix Factorization (LMF) for clustering with multiple views
[21]. LMF seeks a common factor matrix P that is the low
dimensional embedding of entities characterized by the multiple graphs and matrix Λ that captures the characteristics
of each graph. None of the methods are able to utilize the
extra information provided by the multiple representations.
Instead, they seek to average the multiple views so standard
clustering techniques can be used. For template segmentation, we want to use the extra information to find nodes
that satisfy a template. Thus, previous work in segmentation with multiple views, or kernels, do not lend themselves
to template segmentation.

3.
3.1

SEGMENTING GRAPHS
Spectral Formulation

Let G(V, E) be a weighted undirected graph with node set
V (G) and edge set E(G). Each edge has an edge weight aij
such that aij > 0 if there is an edge between nodes i and j
and aij = 0 if there is no edge between nodes i and j. The
affinity matrix A is defined as the non-negative symmetric
matrix A = {aij }. Let the degree of P
a node i be the sum
of the edge weights of the node: di = j aij . Then let the
degree matrix D be a diagonal matrix with the node degrees
on the diagonal.
The graph partition problem seeks to partition graph G into
k disjoint sets (S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk ) by minimizing the total sum
of the edge weights removed to create the partitions. This
total sum is also known as the cutP
of the graph which for two
sets is defined as: cut(S1 , S2 ) = i∈S1 ,j∈S2 aij . The drawback of the graph partition problem is that found partitions
tend to favor separating a single node from the graph.
To prevent cuts of the graph which are unfavorable, Shi and
Malik developed the normalized cut, or Ncut [19] which is
defined as
k
X
cut(Si , S̄i )
,
N cut(S1 , . . . , Sk ) =
vol(Si )
i=1

z

such that

3.2

SDP Formulation

A semi-definite program (SDP) is a convex optimization
problem that seeks to minimize (or maximize) a linear objective function over the convex cone of symmetric and positive semidefinite matrices subject to linear constraints. The
canonical form of a SDP is:
argmin

trace(KX)

X

such that

trace(Ai X) = bi

for i = 1, . . . , m

X0
where the constraint X  0 restricts X to positive semidefinite matrices.
The advantage of formulating spectral clustering problems
as a SDP is that the relaxed solution of the SDP formulation
is tighter than the relaxed solution provided by spectral clustering. Also, additional linear constraints can be added to
the SDP formulation. Previous work using SDP to approximate graph optimization problems includes Max-Cut and
graph partitioning [9][10][15]. Peng reformulates the spectral clustering problem as a 0-1 SDP [18] which, as an integer
program, is NP hard but can also be relaxed. Normalized
spectral clustering is still more desirable because clusters
are balanced and partitions of single nodes are avoided. Below is the relaxed SDP formulation for normalized spectral
clustering given by Xing and Jordan [27]:
argmin

trace(L̄Z)

Z

(1)

where vol(S) is the sum of the edge weights in set S. The
definition aims to find balanced clusters based on the edge
weights in the cluster. Solving this normalized partition
problem is known to be NP hard. However, the problem
can be relaxed to a normalized spectral clustering problem.
Let the Laplacian matrix be defined as L = D − A and the
normalized Laplacian as L̄ = D−1/2 LD−1/2 . Now equation
(1) can be solved by solving the relaxed optimization problem:
argmin

It is difficult to add constraints to the spectral clustering formulation. To add constraints, some methods alter the affinity matrix or the graph Laplacian [14][24][28] such as the
method by Lu et al. [17] which incorporates pair-wise constraints into the affinity matrix. Other methods use the constraints to restrict the feasible solution space [6][8][29][30].
Wang and Davidson provide a formulation for flexible constrained spectral clustering in which a constraint is added
to the objective function for spectral clustering to create a
novel constrained optimization problem. However, the formulation is only able to incorporate a single set of labels as
a single constraint.

z T L̄z
zT z
zT z = 1

which is known as normalized spectral clustering. This problem is easily solved by finding the k top eigenvectors of L̄.
These k eigenvectors are then used to find the k clusters of
the graph.

such that

Zdiag(D1/2 ) = diag(D1/2 )

(2)

Z ≥ 0 (elementwise)
trace (Z) = k

(3)
(4)

Z  0, Z = Z t

(5)

I −Z 0

(6)

L̄ is the normalized Laplacian defined earlier. Z ∈ Rn×n is a
positive semidefinite co-occurrence matrix and the solution
to the relaxed SDP formulation. Constraint (2) ensures that
each node is assigned to one cluster; (3) and (5) are from
relaxing the SDP formulation; (4) corresponds to the k clusters desired for segmentation; and (6) is from the defintion
of Y .
Z is decomposed into Z = Y Y T where Y ∈ Rn×k yields
the k clusters of the graph. The factor Y has the following
properties: Y T Y = I and Y = D1/2 X(X T DX)−1/2 . Y
is obtained by applying a singular value decomposition to
Z and using the top k singular vectors. We then apply

the randomized rounding scheme with restarts to obtain the
segmentation.
A disadvantage of using the SDP formulations is that the formulation cannot handle large matrices. However, low-rank
SDP formulations do exist [16][3]. Another disadvantage is
that the solution Z from the relaxed formulation takes on
real values in the interval [-1,1] instead of integers {0, 1}.
We present a rounding scheme in Section 5 that allows us to
round the real values of the solutions to more interpretable
integers for segmentation.

4.

on the left shows strong adherence to the template constraint
since all the red square nodes are in the same cluster. The
graph on the right shows a looser adherence to the template
constraint since one red square node is in a different cluster.
Note that the right graph (with the looser adherence) has a
segmentation that is close to the normalized segmentation.

ADDING TEMPLATES TO
SEGMENTING

Background knowledge can take the form of pair-wise similarities via a Laplacian or a co-occurrence matrix. We can
use the background knowledge we have to create templates
for desired clusters. For example, we may want to find a
segmentation of the graph that includes the template of coworkers who enjoy the same outdoor activities. Background
knowledge can be added to the SDP formulation for normalized spectral clustering as additional linear constraints.
The template constraints can simply be added to the SDP
formulation:
argmin

trace(L̄Z)

Z

such that

normalized spectral clustering constraints
template constraint 1
template constraint 2

The template constraints are of the form trace(KZ) ≥ β.
The value of the constant β determines whether the segmentation follows strict or loose adherence to the template
constraint. Examples of different types of matrix K for template constraints and the effect of strict and loose adherence
to the constraints on segmentations are shown Section 4.1.
Explanation and interpretation of the constant β for template constraints is in Section 4.2.

4.1

4.1.2

Characteristics of People

We can encode k binary labels in k indicator vectors. For
indicator vector v, vi = 1 if node i has the label and vi =
−1 if the node does not have the label. The labels may
encode the likes and dislikes of people in a social network
such as which people enjoy mountain biking, rock music, or
cooking. We can implement the labels as a rank-1 matrix
M = {mij }, where mij ∈ {0, 1}, which is created from
the outer product of the indicator matrix. The template
constraint is then trace(M Z) ≥ β, where β > 0 is some
constant. Consider the two graphs in Figure (3). The red
square nodes are nodes with labels on them while the labels
for the black circle nodes are unknown. The graph on the left
shows the resulting segmentation from strong adherence to
the template constraint with all the red square nodes in the
same cluster. The right network shows a looser adherence to
the template constraint as red square and black circle nodes
are clustered together instead of separately.

Types of Templates

We present four types of template constraints: topological
groups, characteristics of people, alternative segmentations,
and multiple metrics. In each section, we offer an illustrative
example to explain the affect of each template constraint on
the segmentation. While the SDP formulation for spectral
clustering can find a segmentation of a graph for k-clusters,
our examples will be for k = 2. The same graph is used for
all examples and the image of the graph and its normalize
spectral clustering segmentation is shown in Figure (1).

4.1.1

Figure 2: Example of template clustering using information
from known relationships between a few nodes. (Section 4.1.1).
The left graph shows a strong adherence to the template constraint. The right graph shows a looser adherence. The red square
nodes are associated with the template constraint for groups.

Topological Groups/Structures

It may be desirable to preserve known relationships in a
social network such as family members, co-workers, or rival
sports teams. Such relationships can be encoded in a matrix.
Let the matrix M = {mij }, where mij ∈ {−1, 1}, be the
n×n matrix that holds the together and apart relations. The
template constraint is then trace(M Z) ≥ β, where β > 0 is
some constant (interpretation of trace(M Z) and β are in
Section 4.2). Consider the networks in Figure (2). The
red square nodes indicate nodes which are known to have a
relationship that the user would like to preserve. The graph

Figure 3: Example of template clustering using information
from labels on nodes (Section 4.1.2). The left graph shows a
strong adherence to the constraint. The right graph shows a
looser adherence. The red square nodes are associated with the
template constraint for labels.

4.1.3

Alternative Segmentations

There may be cases where we have a cut of a graph based
on another kernel. We can then use the information of
the cut as a template constraint. Let M = {mij }, where
mij ∈ {−1, 1}, be the co-occurrence matrix that encodes
the other segmentation. The template constraint is then
trace(M Z) ≥ β, where β > 0 is some constant. The higher
value of the β, the stronger the solution Z will adhere to
the constraint. Consider the graphs in Figure (4). The blue

triangle nodes represent an alternative clustering. The left
graph shows strong adherence to the template constraint:
the blue triangle nodes are clustered together, separate from
the rest of the graph. The right graph shows a looser adherence to the template constraint: the blue nodes are clustered together but a black circle node is allowed as part of
the cluster.

produce the normalize cut of the graph. Conversely, large
values of β will favor the template constraint. For example, the graphs in Figure (3) have nodes with known labels
(shown as red square nodes). The graph on the left shows
strict adherence to the template constraint by clustering all
the red square nodes together. The graph on the right shows
the same formulation but with a smaller β value for the template constraint. A majority of the red square nodes are
clustered together and the normalized cut is more closely
followed. However, the cut deviates from the normalized
cut to cluster three of the red square nodes together.

4.3

Figure 4: Example of template clustering using information
from another segmentation (Section 4.1.3). The left graph shows
strong adherence to the template constraint. The right graph
shows a looser adherence. The blue triangle nodes are associated
with the template constraint for an alternative segmentation.

4.1.4

Multiple Distance Metrics or Views

The affiliations of a social network can also be measured
with different metrics. For example, one metric may represent work affiliations while another metric represents friendships. We may wish to find a segmentation that partially
adheres to the secondary metric. The template constraint
is trace(M Z) ≥ β, where β > 0 is some constant. Consider
the graphs in Figure (5). The graph on the left represents
the same set of nodes as the graph on the right but the edges
are determined by a some other metric. The graph on the
right shows the resulting segmentation when the secondary
metric is incorporated as a template constraint.

Figure 5: Example of template clustering using information
from another metric for the same graph (Section 4.1.4). The
left graph represents the same graph but with a different metric.
The right graph is the resulting cut.

4.2

Interpreting constraints/constants

The four types of template constraints we have presented
take the form of trace(KZ) ≥ β where K is a matrix representing the additional information of the graph, such as
known relationships or labels, and β > 0 is a constant. An
interpretation of this constraint is that we want the segmentation suggested by Z to match the “assignments” given by
K at least β times. That is, at least β nodes of the graph
are clustered together and match the information
given by
P
K. Note that β ∈ [0, m] where m = max | n
i Kij |.

Combining Templates

The SDP formulation allows for the addition of more than
one constraint. Thus, a user could construct a template
composition of several different instances of each type of
template constraint presented in Section 4.1. However, one
can do more than add multiple instances of one type of
constraint such as using a characteristic constraint with a
grouping constraint.
Consider the following example. Two template constraints
are used: Constraint 1 for labels on nodes represented by
red square nodes (Section 4.1.2) with bound β1 and Constraint 2 for alternative segmentations represented by blue
triangle nodes (Section 4.1.3) with bound β2 . The affect of
changing the values for β1 and β2 are shown in Figure (6).
The graph on the left is the result of enforcing a stronger adherence to the alternative clustering template constraint via
a larger β2 value. The graph on the right is the result of enforcing a stronger adherence to the labels on nodes template
constraint via a larger β1 value.

Figure 6: Example of template clustering using information
from two types of constraints: alternative segmentation and labels. The left graph shows a stronger adherence to the template
constraint for the blue triangle nodes. The right graph shows
a stronger adherence to the template constraint for red square
nodes.

5.

MAKING TEMPLATES
INTERPRETABLE
5.1 Rounding Schemes
The solution to the relaxed SDP formulation for spectral
clustering must be rounded from real values to integers for
cluster assignments. Rounding schemes are used to recover
the feasible solution partition matrix X = {xij } where xij ∈
{0, 1} A drawback of rounding is that the rounded solution
may no longer satisfy the template constraints. Some rounding schemes include:

i

Note that for small values of β, the segmentation will favor
the normalized spectral clustering. That is, the template
constraint will be loosely adhered to. In fact, β = 0 will

1. Directional cosine method [4]:
Orthogonal projection from n-dimensions to k dimensions

2. Randomized Projection Heuristic Method [9]:
Take rows of Z and project them to a random lower
dimensional space.
3. Rounding by Clustering:
While treating each row of Z as a vertex, use a clustering method, such as k-mean clustering, to obtain
X.
However, none of these rounding schemes provide bounds on
the quality of the rounded solution. We now present, to our
knowledge, some of the only work that attempts to do this.
We present a randomized rounding scheme for recovering the
solution X that satisfies the un-relaxed normalized spectral
clustering problem with template constraints. Let ui : uij ∈
[−1, 1] be the solution to the relaxed SDP for normalized
spectral clustering. We can apply the following randomized
rounding scheme to vector u to get solution v, vi ∈ {−1, 1}
where v is determined probabilistically as a function of ui :

1 with probability (1 + ui )/2
vi =
−1 with probability (1 − ui )/2

is, the rounding scheme will on average need to exceed the
worst possible case.
We can now define the Chernoff inequality to determine the
chance our rounding scheme will satisfy the template constraint inequality:
"
#
2
1X
P θ−
ui >  ≤ e−2n
n i
"
#
2
1X
P Kq∗ V∗q −
tr (LUi ) >  ≤ e−2n
(7)
n i
Where n is the number of instances in the data set.
This gives us the chance that one application of the rounding scheme will satisfy the bound. We wish to obtain at
least one such success (we can easily empirically verify the
success) which is given by the binomial distribution 1 −
f (0; n, p) = n0 p0 (1 − p)n−0 = (1 − p)n . We can then determine the number of times one must use the randomize
rounding scheme so that V satisfies template constraint with
a certain confidence.

We note the following well known results:

6.

E[vi ] = ui
V ar[vi ] = 1 − u2i
We now wish to determine bounds to answer two questions:
1. If we apply the rounding scheme how will the quality
of the solution be affected?
2. How many times should the rounding scheme be applied in order to satisfy the bounds.
One insight we shall empirically validate is that for question (1) the mean quality of the solution after applying the
rounding scheme will be the same as the quality of the solution which is found, as shown below.
"
#
h i X
X T
X
E[trace(KV )] = E
li vi =
li E viT =
li uTi
i

= trace(KU )

i

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The purpose of this experimental section is two fold:

i

where K is some kernel

However, an answer to question (2) is not so
Pnstraight forward. As mentioned before, trace(KV ) =
i=1 Ki∗ V∗i is
essentially interpreted as the agreement between the labeling (kernel K) and segmentation (solution V ) schemes. This
can be broken down into n summations whose total value
is greater than β. Consider the instance giving the worst
such agreement which we know will have numerical value
less than β/n, that is argminj Kj∗ V∗j < β/n. Let q be the
index that minimizes this expression. We wish to determine
how many times we should apply our randomized rounding
scheme so that its value is greater than β/n.
Let  = |Kq∗ V∗q − β/n|. Note that  cannot exceed one since
β is at most the number of nodes having the label which is
always less than n and the least that Kq∗ V∗q can be is 0. We
wish our randomized rounding scheme, when applied to each
point, to have a sum greater than . Given
P that our data set
consists of n points, we require that n1 i Ki∗ V∗i > : that

• To verify the correctness of our randomized rounding
scheme.
• Empirically verify the bound in Equation (7).
The first purpose is to show that the composition of the clustering does indeed satisfy the right hand side of the bound.
For example, for the constraint trace(M V ) ≥ β, where matrix M encodes the characteristics of people (Section 4.1.2),
we are stating our clustering must contain a cluster with
at least β people with the characteristic represented by M .
The second purpose is required to determine the tightness
of our bound in Equation (7). Since this is an upper bound
we wish to test how tight the bound is.
In this paper, we use a subset of a Facebook data set1 (analysis of data set in [2]) consisting of 92 individuals. Each
individual has a number of possible labels associated with
him/her: current location, undergraduate university, graduate university, and current employer.
For our first experiment, we label those people who live in
Washington, DC. We wish to cluster the network according to the friendship links but also require all nine people
who live in Washington, DC to be in the same cluster. To
achieve this we created a indicator label vector l of 0’s and
1’s to identify those people who live in Washington, DC. We
then take the outer product M = llT to obtain a matrix
that is positive semi-definite. Since we want all nine people
to be in the same cluser we enforce the template constraint:
trace(M V ) ≥ β ≥ 9. According to the bound in Equation (7), we can generate the probability of the randomized
rounding scheme satisfying the requirement that all 9 people
1
Obtained from the Davis Social Links project http://dsl.
ucdavis.edu/lab_website/)

Label set
Upper bound of
rounding scheme
success from Eqn (7)
Empirically how often
the rounding scheme
satisfied trace(M V ) ≥ β
Empirically how often
rounding scheme clustered
labeled nodes together

From
Wash., DC

Went to
UVA

82.81%

88.63%

65%

43%

3%

25%

Table 1: Results of using our randomize rounding scheme on a
Facebook data set with labels. 100 trials of the rounded scheme
were used and successes were measured by whether the rounded
solution satisfied trace(M B) ≥ β and if the labeled nodes were
clustered together.

from Virginia are in the same cluster. We can then empirically compare what proportion of times the rounding scheme
when applied satisfied the constraint to verify the correctness of the bound. For each time the rounding scheme is
successful we can then verify the composition of the clustering does indeed have the nine people from Virginia in the
same cluster. Results are shown in Table 1.
We repeat this experiment for another label, people who
went to the University of Virginia (UVA) of which there
are 10 such people in our data set. trace(M V ) ≥ β ≥ 10.
The template constraint is Experimental results are shown
in Table 1.
Based on our experiments, we can conclude that for small β,
the bound is loose. For the first case where the number of
labeled nodes is nine, the predicted upper bound of success
is 82.81% and was empirically verified to be 65%. For the
second case where the number of labeled nodes is 10, the
predited upper bound of success is 88.63% but was verified
empirically to be 43%. Furthermore, we empirically verified
than when the bound was satisfied after randomized rounding that indeed all 9 or 10 people from Washington, D.C.
and who went to UVA respectively were in the same cluster.

7.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Templates allows us to impose our background expectations
on the clustering of a social network. It allows us to specify
the composition of the segmentations with respect to the
properties of the people in the network not just on their
friendship structure. However, adding multiple constraints
to spectral clustering is difficult. Methods which utilize the
information of other kernels of a network can only do so
by taking a linear combination of those kernels and then
applying spectral clustering techniques to the new kernel.
We presented a novel approach to clustering small social
networks with template compositions using a relaxed SDP
formulation for normalized spectral clustering. The SDP
formulation allows the addition of multiple constraints and
provides solutions that satisfy template compositions. We
showed the possible types of template constraints, the ways
in which they are implemented in the SDP, and the ways in
which the user can enforce strict or loose adherence to the
constraint. We also addressed the drawback of the SDP for-

mulation, which is that the rounded solution may no longer
satisfy the template constraints, by presenting a randomized
rounding scheme. We showed how the SDP for spectral clustering with template constraints and the randomized rounding scheme can be applied to a small social network.
Future work includes implementing other types of template
constraints such as grouping constraints and using alternative cut information and also implementing combinations of
two or more of different template constraint types such as
a constraint for characteristics of people and for alternative
cut information. Finally, applying the template constraints
with a fast SDP or low-rank SDP formulations to test constraints for larger data sets.

8.
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